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The AL Product Line
Multiple-spindle machining centers for high-volume light metal parts
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The Alfing companies – 3 strong partners.
For a total of over 100 years of experience.
In 1911 Karl Kessler founded the Alfing Kessler Maschinenfabrik GmbH (MAFA). Today, it is the
world‘s largest independent supplier of automotive crankshafts, large crankshafts and induction
heat treating equipment. Alfing crankshafts can be found in large ship engines as well as racing
engines for the Formula 1.
The sister company, Alfing Kessler Sondermaschinen GmbH (AKS), was founded in 1938. The
three areas of expertise are transfer lines, machining centers and fracture splitting systems.
The main focuses are production lines for con rods and the machining of light metal parts.
In 1981 the third member of the Alfing companies came into being, Alfing Montagetechnik GmbH
(AMT). This company specializes in nut runners, assembly machines and automation.
Since 1992 Alfing has been represented in the North American market by Alfing Corporation,
a sales and service organization. We employ over 2,000 people worldwide.
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Automotive Crankshafts
Large Crankshafts
Induction Heat Treating

Transfer Lines
Machining Centers
Fracture Splitting Systems

Nut runners
Assembly Machines
Automation

You set the goal.
The building of machine tools at Alfing Kessler is based on a
modular concept. Alfing has a portfolio of mature and proven
standard modules, which are combined to meet the customer‘s
requirements, part specifications and the annual production
goal. Therefore each machine we build is both standard and
custom at the same time. You profit from the advantages
inherent in each. Just tell us your needs.

Light metals

We will build your machine.
Our modular concept makes it possible to find the specific
solution for your requirements. We offer individual machining
solutions for the high speed machining of light metal parts
as well as the robust processing of steel and cast iron parts
with transfer machines, rotary dial machines and machining
centers.
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Optimized for the highest performance.
Peak performance can only be achieved by an uncompromising
goal orientation during the entire product cycle. Alfing has
been building machines with outstanding productivity and the
highest precision. In addition, our engineers optimize the entire
machining process, everything from the rough part to the
finished component.
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Modules
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Made to fit machines using proven standard components –
the modular concept makes it possible.
When building equipment to meet your specific requirements
we refer to our portfolio of mature and proven standard
modules. For our machining centers we use first-rate axis
units, drive systems, tool change magazines and fixtures. By
individually tailoring each module, we can meet any specific
customer requirement. The work piece related part of the
machine and the machining portion of the machine are
independent modules, which simplifies customer specific
modifications.

You will receive a custom fitted machine, which will, besides
its uniqueness, provide the reliability and field-proven design
of standard equipment. A further advantage of our modular
construction is that the approach greatly reduces the variety
of inventoried spare parts. To a large extent, the different
machine models available use the same building blocks. Last
but not least, the modular design of our equipment allows for
ease of maintenance and repair.

1 Machining unit with
direct drive
The machining unit can be arranged
with two to four motor spindles and
an x-stroke of 200 to 600 mm. The
direct drives move the motor spindles
precisely in the X, Y and Z directions.
The machine bed and spindle frame
are extremely vibration resistant
in order to maximize the precision
of the equipment. The core of the
machine bed is made of HYDROPOL,
a composite material consisting of
special non shrink concrete and
steel that provides outstanding
static and dynamic rigidity.

3 Tool magazine with automatic
pick-up system
The tool magazine uses a chain
system. The tool change is performed
completely automatically, extremely
fast with all spindles at the same
time. This set-up drastically reduces
the tool change time and the tool
positioning time in the magazine.
There are different magazines
available with a capacity of up to
120 tools. The chip-to-chip time
is 3.2 seconds.

2 Work piece related part of
the machine – multiple axes
swiveling system
The multiple axes swiveling system
on the work piece side of the machine
enables the loading of the next work
piece while the previous part is being
machined. Optionally the part fixture
can be mounted on a rotating table
allowing the machining of multiple
sides in one clamping. All rotating
axes are driven directly by torque
motors.

4 MQL optimized machining
space
The machining space is well designed
with vertical, smooth surfaces that
provide a problem free disposal of
chips. Using this design, the machine
is well suited for wet machining as
well as dry machining in combination
with minimum quantity lube (MQL).

Z-axis
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AL 204

AL 303

AL 402

Four parts in one stroke.
Four motor spindles – four parts being machined simultaneously. For you that means a fourfold increase in productivity.
When compared to four single spindle machining centers less
floor space is required and there are lower investment costs.
We will build you a machining center with fewer spindles,
tailored to your needs, in the event that a lower machine
capacity is demanded.
Unique spindle configuration
The drives for the spindle housing of the AL product line are
alternately arranged in an upper and lower configuration.
With this patented design Alfing is the first manufacturer

of a machine with four individual spindles. The industry
standard of 200 mm spindle spacing was kept and optimum
productivity and compatibility is guaranteed.
Individual Z-axes
Our AL product line is available with a single multi-spindle
module as well as with multi single spindles. The advantage
of the multi single spindles is that they can be positioned
individually in the Z-axis. The machining accuracy of the single
spindle machine is combined with the productivity advantage
of a multi-spindle set-up. The tool length can be adjusted
automatically with the individual Z-axis arrangement.

Single spindle set-up

Single multi-spindle module

Direct drive
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Precision at high speed.
The AL product line combines both speed and precision. All
motions use direct drives. Linear motors move the machining
unit in the X, Y and Z directions. Torque motors drive the
swiveling and rotate axes on the machining side. The direct
drive systems offer the advantages of high performance and
precision combined with extremely quiet operation and very
low wear.

The fastest drive systems cannot overcome the loss of time
in the machining process. For that reason we optimize the
entire production cycle from the fixturing of the part to the
selection of the cutting tools and handling of the work piece.
Here we look for fractions of seconds which combined
represent savings in cycle time and increased production
capacity of the machine.

Speed and Acceleration, e. g. AL 602
Fast speed X-axis
Fast speed Y-axis
Fast speed Z-axis
Acceleration X-axis
Acceleration Y-axis
Acceleration Z-axis

80 m/min
120 m/min
120 m/min
7 m/sec2
16 m/sec2
15 m/sec2

High speed machining of light metal parts
Multiple Spindle Machines

AL

AL Product Line
Type

Spindle distance/
Working envelope of the X-axis

AL 204 with four single spindles

200 mm (7.87 inch)

AL 303 with three single spindles

300 mm (11.8 inch)

AL 402 with two single spindles

400 mm (15.7 inch)

AL 602 with two single spindles

600 mm (23.6 inch)
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High speed machining of light metal parts
Single Spindle Machining Center

AS 600
Type

AS

AS 600 with one spindle

AK

Working envelope of the X-axis
650 mm (25.6 inch)

Machining of steel and cast iron workpieces

AK Product Line

Equipped with HSK-A 63, 80 or 100

Type

Working envelope of the X-axis

AK 204 with a single four-spindle module

200 mm (7.87 inch)

AK 303 with a single three-spindle module

260 mm (10.24 inch)

AK 402 with a single two-spindle module

400 mm (15.7 inch)
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AL 204

AL 303

AL 402

AL 602

Work Area

Distance between spindles
mm
Number of spindles		
X-axis
mm
Y-axis
mm
Z-axis
mm

200
4
200
450
400

300
3
300
450
400

400
2
400
450
400

600
2
600
600
500

Work Spindle

Diameter in front bearing
mm
Tool clamping		
Max. speed
rpm
P (S1, ED 100 %)
kW
M (S1, ED 100 %)
Nm
P (S6, ED 40 %)
kW
M (S6, ED 40 %)
Nm

70
HSK-A 63
16,000
33
39
43.5
52

Feed

Drive system		
Feed force X- / Y- / Z-axes
kN

linear motors
13.5 / 13.5 / 1.6

Rapid Traverse

X-axis
Y- / Z-axes

m/min
m/min

55
110

65
110

70
110

80
120

Acceleration

X-axis
Y-axis
X-axis

m/sec2
m/sec2
m/sec2

5
11
13.5

6
11
13.5

7
11
13.5

7
16
15

Tool Magazine

Storage capacity chain		
Tool diameter, max. (fully loaded)
mm
Tool diameter, max. (with empty slots)
mm
Tool length, max.
mm
Tool weight, max.
kg
Chip-to-chip time (VDI 2852 T2/T3)
sec

80 – 120
90
125 / 160
300
8
3.2

Accuracy

Positioning accuracy (VDI/DGQ 3441)

0.007

AL

mm

Space Requirements

Machine width, approx.
Machine length, approx.
Machine height, approx.

mm
mm
mm

2,870
5,610
3,780

2,870
5,610
3,780

2,870
5,610
3,780

3,220
5,850
3,930

Weight

Total weight, approx.

kg

29,500

29,000

29,000

31,000
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